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 1. What is Chemical engineering?
 2. Recent progress and innovations in

Chemical engineering



 3. Chemical products
 4. Local and global environmental issues
 5. Responsibilities of chemical

engineering
 6. Science laboratory safety symbols and

hazard signs and their meanings
 7. The Periodic Table of the Elements
 8. Covalence and covalent compounds
 9. Major types of chemical reactions
 10. What is Organic Chemistry?
 11. Bases
 12. Ten cool organic discoveries
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 12. Ten cool organic discoveries
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4.

1. (Word dictation)
 (Oral translation from English into Russian):

1) The majority of the elements in the periodic table are metals.

2) The experiments resulted in discovering the process of fission of atoms.

3 . (Oral test):
1) .

hydrogen carbon oxygen
2) ?

: synthesis, decomposition, single replacement, double replacement
2. :

1 What is Chemical engineering for you? Why did you choose this profession?
2 What is one the most widely used chemical product?
3 What are the responsibilities of a safety engineer?
4 How well is biotechnology developed in your country?
5 Why did you choose TPU to study at?

 ( )
What are the most prominent recent innovations in Chemical

engineering?
3. eor.lms.tpu.ru

:
1 Find the Russian equivalents to the international words
1 Symbol   2 neutron  3 proton

: 1    2    3

2 Transform the sentences according to the model.
Model: They saw him do it.  He was seen to do it.
1. Everybody heard her say that.
There is a vase 1____ the table with some flowers 2___it.

: She was heard to say that.

3 Match the atomic number of the elements with the figure
Copper  Silicon Iron Radon Argon Calcium Aurum
86 29 14 24 20 26 18 79

: Copper 29  Silicon 14  Iron 26  Radon 86  Argon  18 Calcium 20  Aurum 79



4 Choose the form of the verb to fit in the blank
There is little sense in  _____ more money than you can earn.

a) making b) make c) to make d) made
: a

5 Define the tense form of the underlined verb in the sentence.
Two solids are placed on top of each other.

: Present Simple Passive voice

6 Put the parts of the question in the correct order.
a) are    b) why     c) physics and mathematics      d) important

: b)  a)  c)  d)

7 Translate the sentences from English into Russian. Pay attention to the thranslation of the non-finite form of the verb.
The teacher  expected us to finish the work at 5 but we couldn't solve the problem.

4. :
Write an annotation to the following text.

5.

eor.lms.tpu.ru)
Choose the best alternative to complete the sentence.
The refinery is _____ from the admin block.
a) managed
b) manager
c) manage
d) managered

 2.
Find two right variants.
A solid has a fixed:
a) shape
b) colour
c) weight
d) volume

3.
Put the parts of the question in the correct order.



a) machines
b) work easier
c) make
d) how do

 4.
Find the most suitable variant for each word
1) melting                                               a) manganate
2) molecular                                           b) point
3) potassium                                           c)  mass

 5.
Define the tense form of the underlined verb in the sentence.
Two solids are placed on top of each other.

.
Fill in the correct form of the word given in brackets.
______  gases from a factory chimney can affect a large area (poison).
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